RGMS Upgrade 2014 – What’s Changed?

GENERAL NAVIGATION

RGMS now features a new menu bar to assist with navigation throughout the entire system. This includes Home, Back, Recent and Favourites links. Hovering over the Home link also gives access to all pages.

SEARCHING/LOOKUPS

When using lookup fields, you will now be able to type straight into the field to get auto suggested results. This means you won’t always need to use the lookup icon to find and select information.

TAB/PAGE NAVIGATION

Links once found in side menus can now be found under dropdown menus using the dropdown arrow on some tabs:

- Both Profile and CV tabs have been merged and all menu options now appear under the My Profile & CV Account >Properties tab.
- All Applicants tab menu options (General, Part A and Part B) now appear under a drop-down menu on the Applications >Properties tab.

TRAINING MATERIALS

Detailed training materials can be found at the RGMS Training page on the NHMRC website.

For further assistance or to report any difficulties, contact the Research Help Centre.
Email: help@nhmrc.gov.au or phone 1800 500 983.